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In this paper a new multi-objective mathematical model for the vehicle routing problem is presented 
in which the total travel times and total travel distance are minimized in a time-dependent situation. 
Moreover, driver satisfaction is maximized based on balancing the distribution of goods in view of 
the limited vehicle capacities. Since the vehicle routing problems belong to the category of NP-hard 
problems and exact solutions are not practical in large scales, hence a new method based on the 
improved simulated annealing algorithm is proposed to obtain efficient solutions with reasonable 
computational time; and the related results are compared with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
algorithm.  
Key words: transportation, time dependent vehicle routing problem, improved meta-heuristic, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A time-dependent vehicle routing problem (TDVRP) include problems in which fleet of vehicles 
present service from depot to different geographically located customers so that the total travel time is 
minimized. In urban areas, traffic is varied in different hours of day and the travel time among locations is a 
function of both the travelled distance and departure time [1]. Despite of the important applications of the 
TDVRP, the literature related to this problem is scarce. The earliest work was done by Malandraki [2], who 
formulated the time-dependent traveling salesman problem (TDTSP). Next, Malandraki and Daskin [3] 
handled some small problems with 10–25 customers and 2–3 time-periods by a GRASP without considering 
any improvement phase. In their work, the travel time in per time-zone follows a known step function 
distribution. The main weakness of the TDVRP in the previous studies was that the FIFO (First-In–First-
Out) property was not satisfied. Ichoua et al. [1] used a piecewise linear travel time function that satisfies the 
FIFO property. Also, they applied a Tabu search to handle TDVRP with soft time windows to solve Solomon 
test problems with three time-zones without presenting any mathematical model. Furthermore, Van Woensel 
et al. [4] proposed a tabu search to work on the TDVRP without time windows. They used a queuing theory 
to approximate travel speeds with assuming that the estimating flows are much easier than speeds in real-life 
cases. Donati et al. [5] used an ACO to handle the TDVRP with hard time windows in a network in Padua 
(Italy). They applied their model for up to 80 customers with 144 time-periods and given distances. Recently, 
Kok et al. [6] proposed a speed model on real road networks that shows the major elements of the peak hour 
traffic congestion to generate a set of realistic VRP instances.  

In recent years, heuristics [7] and meta-heuristics, such as the tabu search [8], the ant system [9], 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10], and variable neighborhood search (VNS) [11] have been presented. 
It is proven that VRPs belong to the category of NP-hard problems [12]; therefore the model is solved by an 
improved simulated annealing (ISA). The related results are compared with the results obtained by the 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The results show that the ISA performs more efficient than 
PSO.  

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. Based on the importance of the 
cost of transportation, the distance travelled and travel time of each route is minimized. Moreover, driver 
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satisfaction is maximized based on balancing the distribution of goods. This model is solved by an improved 
SA. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem and the model 
formulation. Problem-solving methodology is described in section 3, and computational results are discussed 
in Section 4. Finally a conclusion follows in Section 5. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

TDVRPs include problems, in which the fleet of vehicles presents service from a depot to a 
geographically dispersed customers’ set with specific demands so that the total traveled time is minimized. 
The travel time is a function of both the travelled distance and customer’s departure time. Because in urban 
areas, traffic condition varies throughout the day, travel time and speed between two same locations fluctuate 
in different hours of the day. In fact, the travel speed reduces considerably during the rush hours.  

The problem is solved under the following assumptions: 
1. Each vehicle has a fixed capacity. 
2. The total demands of the customers does not exceed from the capacity of the vehicle.  
3. Each customer location is only served by one vehicle and each vehicle services only one route. 
4. The fleet is homogenous and the capacities of the vehicles are the same.  
5. Each vehicle starts from and terminates at the depot. 

Let G = (V,A) be a graph, where V={v1,v1,...,vn} is the nodes set, and A={(vi,vj): vi,vj ∈V} is the arcs set 
where each arc ),( ji vv  is associated with a non-negative cost Cij. The time horizon is divided into  time 
intervals, T1; T2; . . . ; TP and a travel speed matrices ( ), [1, ]T ijpV p Pϑ= ∈   is defined. The objective is to 
minimize a weighted sum of total travel time and total distance traveled over all customers.  

The objective is to minimize a weighted sum of total travel time, total distance traveled and total fuel 
consumption over all customers. Followings are a number of parameters used in the presented mathematical 
model.  

2.1. Model formulation 

n – number of nodes (i.e., customers 
nv – total number of vehicles 

tc  – unit cost of travel time 

dc – unit cost of travel distance 

iq – number of demands in node i (i = 1,…,n) 

ijd – distance between node (i,j) 
v
ijt – travel time to travel the distance (i,j)  

vC – capacity of vehicle v 

is – required time for servicing the customer (node) i  

ijpϑ – vehicle speed in time interval [1, ]p P∈  

pt – upper bound of time interval p  

vs – the expected load allocated to vehicle v  

S  – the average of the expected load allocated to the vehicles  
T – maximum time that vehicle v can be used 

{ }| 1, ,S i i n= = … – collection of nodes 
 

Decision variables 
We have two decision variables as follows: 
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ij ijx S x∈ ∈  (13)

In this formulation, the objective function (1) is divided into three terms. The first term minimizes the 
total travel time, the second term minimizes the total distance traveled and third term balancing the goods 
distributed to vehicles according to their capacities. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that each customer 
location is serviced by only one vehicle. Constraint (4) states that if a vehicle arrives at a node (i.e., customer 
location), it must leave it and by this way the route continuity is ensured. Constraint (5) calculates the total 
time for traveling between customers i and j by vehicle v in the different time periods with changing in travel 
speed with satisfying FIFO property. Constraint (6) states time for leaving the jth customer in the time period 
p. Constraint (7) ensures that the sum of the required time for servicing customer i and the required time for 
traveling between customers i and j in different periods do not have to exceed from the maximum time, in 
which vehicle v can be used. Also, Constraint (8) imposes that the vehicle capacity does not exceed from its 
limit. Constraints (9) and (10) impose that a depot is the first and final destination of each vehicle. The 
average of the expected load allocated to the vehicles is introduced in constraint (12) and finally Constraint 
(13) eliminates the sub-tours. 

3. PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH 

Problem solving methodology is presented based on improved simulated annealing in section 3.1. In 
section 3.2 an initial solution generation is presented and then some of the neighborhood search methods for 
improving solutions are proposed in section 3.3. 

3.1. Improved simulated annealing 

Simulated annealing (SA) is the process of physical annealing with solids, in which a crystalline solid 
is heated and then allowed to cool very slowly until it achieves its most regular possible crystal lattice 
configuration (i.e., its minimum lattice energy state), and thus is free of crystal defects. If the cooling 
schedule is sufficiently slow, the final configuration results in a solid with such superior structural integrity. 
Simulated annealing establishes the connection between this type of thermo-dynamic behavior and the search 
for global minima for a discrete optimization problem. Furthermore, it provides an algorithmic means for 
exploiting such a connection [13-14]. 

The SA parameters are as follow: 
Epoch length (EL) = Number of accepted solutions in each temperature for achieving to equilibrium  
MTT = Maximum number of consecutive temperature trails. 

0T = Initial temperature. 
α = Rate of the current temperature decrease (cooling schedule). 
X = A feasible solution. 
C(X) = Objective function value of solution X. 
L = Counter for the number of accepted solutions in each temperature; 
K = Counter for the number of consecutive temperature trails, where TK is equal to temperature in 

iteration K.  

3.2. Initial solution generation 

Generating the initial solution is the first step in any meta-heuristics that influences on the quality of 
the best solution obtained from them. To generate initial solutions of the modified SA, a creative approach is 
applied in which both travel speed and distance are simultaneously considered as follows: 

1) Sort the customers based on descending travel speed (i.e., the customer with higher travel speed is 
served earlier). 
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Repeat below steps for count = 1: popsize. 
2) Create a new route: Allocate the first m customers to the nv vehicle. Allocate nv new vehicle (i.e., v) 

with maximum capacity to those from depot. 
3) Determine neighborhood nodes: find the un-served nearest k nodes neighborhoods (k is the 

neighborhood size). Then select that node with the highest travel speed and served it such that if 
vehicle v served selected node, the time and capacity constraint of the vehicle are not violated. If 
such node is found then vehicle v services k after r ( 1)rkvx = . Otherwise select other k 

neighborhoods and try to allocate them to vehicle v.  
4) Complete the route: Repeat step 3 till vehicle v returns to depot. 
5) Complete the service: Repeat above steps till all of the nodes are served. 
6) If all of the customers are allocated, count = count+1, otherwise repeat steps 2 to 5. 

Using this initial solution method, vehicles can select routes with higher travel speeds and lower distance. 

3.3. Neighborhood improvement methods 

Two efficient genetic operators are designed for searching in feasible solution space and obtaining 
neighborhood solution as follows: 

Random method. Select randomly a route then select as the max [0.1 (i.e., length of the route), 2] nodes in 
each route, and change the integer number of the selected nodes in the bound of [0, m] randomly (to change 
the vehicle that services the selected node). In other words, a node is departed from one route and it is added 
to another route using insertion heuristics. New, insertion is accepted if the vehicle capacity and maximum 
time that vehicle v can be used are not violated. 

2-opt exchange operator. The 2-opt operator improves single route and exchanges the route direction 
between two consecutive nodes. If the cost function of the route has been improved, then modified route is 
kept; otherwise the route returns to the last condition. Fig. 1 shows the 2-opt exchange operation in which the 
edge (i, i+1) and (j, j+1) are replaced by edge (i, j) and (i+1, j+1) and reversing the direction of customers 
between i+1 and  j. 

 
 Fig 1. – 2-opt exchange operation. 

The main steps of the proposed improved SA embedded with improvement operators are as follows. 
Step 1: Generate an initial solution according to the initial solution generation algorithm. 
Step 2: Generate a neighborhood solution for X1 (i.e., X2) and estimate its corresponding objective 

function value, E2. 
Step 3: if E1 >= E2 then X2 is a new solution of the given problem, else regenerate a random number, 

Rnd (0, 1). 
Step 4: if Rnd (0, 1) < exp {–(E2–E1)/KT}, then accept X2; else, reject X2 and new solution is X1. Also k 

is a constant and it considers 1 in problems. 
Step 5: Repeat the algorithm several times for T temperature. 
Step 6: Decrease T by a relation such as (n + 1) =η ×T (n), 0 < η  < 1, in which η  is cooling schedule. 
Step 7: Terminate the algorithm when the convergence criterion is satisfied.  
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4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The computational results are obtained from the proposed solution approach in this section. All 
solution procedures are coded in the visual basic, and all test problems are run using the Intel Core i3, 1.66 
GHz compiler and 4GB of RAM. To solve this problem by the proposed improved SA, the related 
parameters are set as EL = 100, MTT = 100, 0T  = 150 and η  = 0.99. 

Also, the performance of the proposed algorithms is tested on the set of 56 Solomon’s test cases [15]. 
In these test problems and for all of the test problems in the original data, there are 100 customers that are 
divided into six sets of R1, R2, C1, C2, RC1 and RC2. Because of the difference between the proposed 
problem and the classical VRP, some assumptions are inserted into the Solomon’s test problems for 
adjusting the standard test problems with the proposed problem. The number of vehicles was set to the 
number of routes in the best solution reported in the literature for each problem. Also, cf and ct are chosen 
from uniform bounds (1.25, 1.95) and Uniform (0.35, 0.65) respectively. To illustrate the time dependency 
of the problem, we consider 2 different of road links (city, and highway links), which imply the various 
speed levels in the different hours of the day. Generally, the road type and the time of the day to start service 
vary travel speeds. Also, the time horizon is divided into 5 periods from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM and the 
corresponding travel speeds for each road type are chosen from uniform bounds (40, 60) for city arcs and 
Uniform (55, 90) for highway links respectively. Travel speed distributions are assigned randomly to 
customers’ arcs in which categories 1, 2 are selected with the same probability. 

The objective function is divided into three terms that minimizes the total travel time, the total travel 
distance and maximizes driver satisfaction based on balancing the distribution of goods in view of the 
limited vehicle capacities, respectively. In each of the test problems, two objective functions are changed 
into one objective function by weighting each term. The weights of the objective terms are considered 0.3, 
0.5, and 0.2 respectively. 

Table 1 

Comparison of the performances of the proposed algorithms 

 PSO  ISA   

 Objective CPU Time  Objective CPU Time Improvement 

C1 2929.69 553.8  2755.69 583.8 0.12 

C2 2235.93 573.36  2474.93 614.36 0.09 

R1 3474.78 621.9  3885.78 670.9 0.15 

R2 3594.94 666.86  3594.94 690.86 0.1 

RC1 3819.92 658.23  4088.92 690.23 0.08 

RC2 3707.79 776.92  3870.79 821.92 0.17 

Average 3071.51 641.85 2899.33 678.85 0.11 

Table 1 compares the performances produced by the proposed algorithms. The algorithm was ran three 
times, and an average result is found for each problem. In this table, the first column is the problem name. 
The second and third columns demonstrate obtained solution and the run time by PSO and the columns 
fourth and fifth are related to those obtained by ISA. Also, column six is associated to the ISA improvement. 
The results obtained with improved SA perform better than those obtained with PSO. In fact, the results 
obtained by ISA show an improvement in average of test problems by 11%. The average run time of ISA and 
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PSO in three sets of C, R and RC are 641.85 and 678.85 respectively. Therefore, the proposed ISA is more 
convenient in quality of the solution but PSO is better in running time. Also, convergence rate for Problem 
C108 is shown in Fig. 2.   

 
Fig. 2 – Convergence rate for Problem C201. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an improved simulated annealing algorithm was proposed to solve a time-dependent 
vehicle routing problems (TDVRP). In the TDVRP, travel time is a function of both the travelled distance 
and customer’s departure time. Because in urban areas, traffic condition varies throughout the day, travel 
time and speed between two same locations fluctuate in different hours of the day. In fact, the travel speed 
reduces considerably during the rush hours. Based on the importance of the cost of transportation, the 
distance travelled and travel time of each route is minimized. Also, driver satisfaction is maximized based on 
balancing the distribution of goods. The results have been compared with the results obtained by PSO. The 
results showed that our proposed ISA was an efficient algorithm for solving the TDVRP with a reasonable 
computational cost. In fact, the results obtained by ISA show an improvement in average of test problems by 
11%. The results show the PSO is convenient when time is restricted for solving problem and ISA is better 
when the quality of the solution is more important. 
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